Sayings and Observations by Mr. Rebel
Why are there so many Descriptive Phrases that use Racial Epithets ?
Here's a Short List of Common Sayings ‐ and I can't imagine where any other
word would fit. Try it yourself ‐ substitute the word "black" ‐ and then you
decide if the common saying then makes any sense ‐ ‐
1. “..Damn, John, you had better tighten up on that pipe hanger, that steam line
is jumping up and down like a dancing nigger..”
2. “Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, who designed this? How do you expect me to get
this double‐packer through that tiny 16‐inch man‐way? What a nigger‐rig” ! !
3. “..Alright, get the God damned electricians up here, and after we take the
mains offline, isolate the switch gear and clean all that nigger‐hair off of those
arc‐damaged high‐tension contacts..”
4. “I guess Barney Fife is on the job, did you see the size of that nigger‐
knocker that the gate guard was wearing on his duty belt”?
5. “Alright boys and girls, lock the doors, we are about to drive through
nigger‐town”
6. “Are there any nigger‐toes left in your Christmas stocking”?
7. “Damn, I’ve never seen anything like this guy, dumber than a day‐old
nigger”
8. “Oh, listen to this on the TV news, would ya, another stupid liberal nigger‐
lover”
9. “Oh Lord, I guess we are in the middle of nigger‐heaven here, a watermelon
stand next door to a 7‐11”
10. “Damn, don’t just sit there and nigger‐lip that joint forever, pass it on over
here”

Ballot Theft ‐ ‐
If you think the cheating was only in 6 or 7 states during the 2020 Presidential
Election, then consider this: According to Judicial Watch, 353 Counties in 29
different states had voter registration exceeding 100‐percent. This was not an
election, it was a scam, it was ballot theft on a massive scale, which was
disguised as an election.
Or, how about this ‐ ‐ Imagine, if you will, either a small county or a large
precinct, where approximately 200,000 out of 210,000 adults registered to
vote, and the computers made it look as if all 200,000 voted for Joe Biden.
Nothing to see here, right?

Clever (and True) Sayings ‐ ‐
"..I am unreformed, unforgiven, and unreconstructed.." (attributed to an
unknown Confederate soldier, post‐1865)
David Lane's 14‐Words ‐ ‐ "We must secure the existence of our people and a
future for white children"
"Fear of sub‐human tribes (that exhibit primitive and aggressive behavior)
occurs naturally among advanced races. This fearful reaction is natural, and
isn't so much racism, as it is realism, and the need to protect one's own tribe."
(Source unknown)

